This paper addresses the issue of improving the forecasting performance of vector autoregressions (VARs) when the set of available predictors is inconveniently large to handle with methods and diagnostics used in traditional small-scale models. First, available information from a large dataset is summarized into a considerably smaller set of variables through factors estimated using standard principal components. However, even in the case of reducing the dimension of the data the true number of factors may still be large. For that reason I introduce in my analysis simple and efficient Bayesian model selection methods. Model estimation and selection of predictors is carried out automatically through a stochastic search variable selection (SSVS) algorithm which requires minimal input by the user. I apply these methods to forecast 8 main U.S. macroeconomic variables using 124 potential predictors. I find improved out of sample fit in high dimensional specifications that would otherwise suffer from the proliferation of parameters.
INTRODUCTION
It is common practice today to collect observations on many variables that potentially help explain economic variables of interest such as inflation and unemployment. Technological progress has allowed the collection, storage, and exchange of huge amounts of information without much effort and cost. In turn, this has significantly affected recent macroeconomic modeling techniques. Current academic research is focused on finding solutions on how to efficiently handle large amounts of information with, for example, Stock and Watson (2002) using 215 predictors to forecast 8 major macroeconomic variables for the U.S. economy. Bernanke and Boivin (2003) , among others, argue that this is also the case nowadays in central banks, where it is customary for researchers and decision makers to monitor hundreds of subsidiary variables during the decision-making process.
These reasons justify the current trend in applied modeling with large datasets. The modern econometrician has tools adequate enough to successfully extract information from hundreds of predictor variables and compute more accurate forecasts than ever before. It is noteworthy that these tools mainly do not rely on economic theory in an explicit way; rather they are statistical and consequently atheoretical methods that are used to cover the unfortunate gap between theoretical models and their empirical validation. Within the sum of all possible options, two methods in particular have recently gained ground: dimension reduction and model averaging. Among many others, Bernanke et al (2005) , Favero et al (2005) , Giannone et al (2004) , Stock and Watson (2002 , 2005a , 2005b and Koop and Potter (2004) show how forecasts can be improved over univariate or multivariate autoregressions, using either dynamic factors or Bayesian model averaging (BMA), or both techniques, when a rich dataset is in hand.
In this paper I examine empirically the merit of using factors extracted from a large set of explanatory variables and at the same time implementing Bayesian model averaging/selection in the context of macroeconomic vector autoregressions (VARs). While factor methods have already been examined thoroughly in multivariate models, the challenging task of model averaging/selection is implemented with a stochastic search variable selection algorithm (henceforth SSVS) proposed by McCulloch (1993, 1997) and George et al (2008) .
The proposed approach is flexible as its output can easily be used for selection of a single best model or model averaging. The SSVS adds to a recent and expanding liter-ature on different approaches to BMA in VARs (Strachan & van Dijk, 2007; Andersson & Karlsson, 2008) . The innovation of the specific prior formulation is that it is more appropriate for VAR models compared to previous model selection priors used in multivariate regressions (Brown et al., 1998 (Brown et al., , 2002 . That is because each right-hand side variable is allowed to enter in all, some, or none of the VAR equations, and not only in all or none of them. The additional advantages come from the fact that this class of restriction search algorithms is extremely simple to use and automated. Furthermore, certain versions of these algorithms can incorporate variable selection when the number of predictors is larger than the number of time series observations.
The following section defines the Bayesian VAR model when many variables are available. Within this "large model approach" the large number of variables is replaced with a small number of factors and several aspects of this approach are discussed. In Section 3, the stochastic restriction search is introduced as a means of efficiently selecting a subset of macroeconomic variables or factors that should be restricted from the VAR specification, based only on the information in the data. The prior specification necessary for model selection is analyzed, as well as the interpretation of model selection probabilities as a special case of BMA. Section 4 outlines the setting of the empirical section (data, forecasting models, prior hyperparameters, and comparison statistics), and the results of the forecasting performance of various VAR specifications. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary and thoughts for further extension of the basic framework presented in this paper.
METHODOLOGY
Let y t be an m 1 vector of variables of interest (that we want to forecast) observed for t = 1; :::; T . Unlike previous univariate studies Watson, 2002, Koop and Potter, 2004) , m > 1 and I define a forecasting model for y using a general VAR representation
(1) where the parameter matrices a i and c 0 are of dimensions m m and N m respectively, y t i , i = 1; :::; p 1 ,are lagged values of the dependent variable, w t is a N 1 vector containing current and lagged values of some exogenous predictor variables, and the errors are iid Gaussian, " t N (0; ).This model can be estimated both by OLS and Bayesian methods, provided that the total number of explanatory variables will not exceed the total number of time series observations T . I propose to adopt a Bayesian setting which allows for a unified treatment of this model in high dimensions. For a review of the VAR under standard prior specifications and different sampling methods, the reader is referred to Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997) . Assume we have available observations x t = (x 1t ; :::; x nt ) 0 on some macroeconomic quantities, where n is large (in the order of hundreds). A popular and simple method to incorporate into an econometric model all the information inherent in a large set of variables, is to reduce their dimension into a lower-dimensional vector of k n latent factors and insert these in the VAR model as explanatory variables
where f t is an k 1 vector of unobserved factors, is the matrix of factor loadings and u t are iid normal errors, u t N (0; W ). In equation (3) the same assumptions hold as in the base model in (1), with the only difference that now w t = (f t 1 ; :::; f t p 2 ) 0 and N = k (p 2 + 1), and the b j are of appropriate dimensions. For simplicity x t is demeaned which is equivalent to imposing a constant term in the factor equation, equal to the sample mean x = 1 T P x t (which in this model coincides both with the MLE of the constant or the mode of its posterior under a diffuse prior). The factors are unobserved quantities and usually it is assumed that they follow a normal distribution with diagonal covariance matrix. One more convention in the factor model literature is to impose the covariance matrix of the innovations, W , to be also diagonal so that (2) reduces to independent equations. Estimation methods vary from principal component analysis (PCA) to full likelihood-based approaches. The ultimate goal of using the factor model is to obtain the factor scores f t as a valid reduced representation of the manifest vector x t , so that factor identifiability issues play no actual role here and will not be further discussed.
In terms of the general forecasting VAR model in equation (1), I replace the predictors w t with the principal components (PC) estimates of the factors b
e., as if they were observed data. Note that this specification is slightly different from the dynamic factor model (or factor-augmented VAR) used in Bernanke et al (2005) . From their point of view, the dynamic factor model (DFM) is treated as a state-space model, which has the advantage of a probably more efficient one-step estimation of the factors (i.e., along with the parameters of the model) through the Kalman filter algorithm. But this comes at a huge computational cost which makes the application of this model prohibitive in the recursive forecasting setting adopted in this study. After all, Stock and Watson (2005a) have already implemented a large-scale forecasting exercise involving DFMs where they compare several frequentist, full Bayes, and empirical Bayes approaches.
The factors replace the original variables in order to allow richer dynamics and subsequently are allowed to have up to p 2 + 1 lags. If the original observed series x t = (x 1t ; :::; x nt ) 0 were included as predictors then -for a typical macroeconomic dataset with monthly observations on many variables -a degrees of freedom problem would occur if more than one or two lags were assumed. However, even in the case of reducing the dimension of our data with factors the fact that we would ideally allow for many lags does not resolve the problem of overparameterization. For N = k (p 2 + 1) larger than 20 the number of all possible models will tend virtually to infinity so that pairwise comparison is practically infeasible using an AIC/BIC-type criterion or prior predictive (marginal) densities and Bayes factors. A reasonable proposed solution from a Bayesian point of view is to use shrinkage subjective priors. For example, the Minnesota prior imposes restrictions on parameters which correspond to higher order lags of y, whereas the prior weight (i.e., the prior mean) for the parameter on the first own lag in each of the m equations is equal to one, and zero on the first lag of the rest m 1 dependent variables. While this approach will work well in VARs which include only lags of the dependent variables, it is difficult to adopt this approach in the models examined here. This happens because there is no theoretical or empirical justification for constructing a subjective prior on exogenous predictor variables, especially if these exogenous variables are latent (constructed) factors. Introducing any kind of subjective prior information in this model is not an easy task, anyway. These priors may not be specified concretely because of the lack of prior information regarding joint distributions or the large amount of models involved in the analysis. In that respect, subjective prior beliefs require a huge amount of input from the researcher. It is unrealistic to assume that uncertainty about the true model specification can be described meaningfully using ones' own beliefs; hence prior elicitation should be based mainly on economic theory. The problem with this approach is that in many cases economic theory has empirically proven to be bad guidance in proposing relevant predictors. Stock and Watson (2003) argue that this is the case when forecasting inflation: "the literature does suggest [ . . . ] variables with the clearest theoretical justification for use as predictors often have scant empirical predictive content."
The discussion so far has focused on the "large-n" case, avoiding to mention anything about how small or large the dimension m of the dependent variable y should be. Although macroeconomic VARs typically contain as dependent variables three or four fundamental quantities that describe the economy, when forecasting, the actual number of variables of interest can grow large. A decision maker would be interested to forecast future values of many series, like production, employment/unemployment, short-and long-term interest rates, consumer and producer price inflation, exchange rates, and many other nominal or real quantities. This is easily handled with the model selection algorithm which is the focus of the next section. The methods described below apply to large VARs in a general sense, that is (i) when the number of predictors n grows large and the number of dependent variables m is small, (ii) when m grows large and n is small, or (iii) when both m; n ! 1, although the empirical application is centered upon the first case.
BAYESIAN MODEL SELECTION AND AVERAGING
As was mentioned in the introductory section, when the number of candidate models is too large to enumerate, posterior sampling methods are necessary for the computation of marginal likelihoods for model comparison. Stochastic search algorithms that base on a Markov chain on model space identify regions of high posterior probability and can be used for model selection or to obtain posterior weighted estimates for model averaging. When applied to small models, these algorithms have the ability to search the entire model space, while in large settings only more plausible models are visited. An indicator (zero/one) variable , epitomizes the core of Bayesian model selection using stochastic search techniques. Let us define the vector = ( 1 ; :::; s ) as the complete set of indicators, where s is the maximum number of parameters in the model. Then we can proceed by defining a prior p ( ) which combined with the likelihood p (dataj ), will give zero or one value for each i , i = 1; :::; s, from the (updated based on data) posterior distribution p ( jdata). This posterior distribution entails all the necessary in-formation for model selection and averaging. The main idea is to impose the vector of parameters, say = ( 1 ; :::; s ), to have a structure conditional on the values of , so that when i = 1 the associated parameter i will be estimated according to its unrestricted posterior density, and when i = 0 this would imply i = 0.
There are many ways to implement this general strategy and many alternative methods exist which involve several prior specifications. An analytical review of model averaging and selection is offered in Hoeting et. al (1998) and Chipman et al. (2001) . A computationally fast restriction search is described in this section which is based on the SSVS algorithm of McCulloch (1993, 1997) .
Define z t = y 
) be the total number of elements in ' = vec ( ). From these elements the m in total constants are always included in the models and admit a typical normal prior of the form
where ' c is the block of ' which contains the constant terms. Let ' k be the vector of the remaining n ' = n u m parameters in ' which are subject to restriction search and let = 1 ; :::; n be the vector of indicator variables associated with the elements of ' k . Then each element ' k i conditional on i , i = 1; :::; n ' , follows a scale mixture of normals prior of the form
The hyperparameters 0i , 1i are selected in such a way so that 2 0i is small (or even zero) and 2 1i is large. Subsequently each parameter ' k i is restricted with zero prior mean and very small (or zero) prior variance when i = 0, while for i = 1 has a large (locally uninformative) prior variance and in that respect is left unrestricted.
It would not make sense to define the i 's if these were defined subjectively and not updated by the information in the data. Hence a Bernoulli prior on these variables is placed, which updated by the likelihood will result in a conditional posterior which is also Bernoulli. The elements of the vector follow an independent Bernoulli p i 2 (0; 1) prior of the form
This prior choice reduces computational costs and leads to a posterior density which is easy to derive. In this case
i is large enough and should be left unrestricted. By selecting p i < 1=2, models with an unreasonably large number of parameters are downweighted in order to highlight the significance of parsimonious models. The special case where p i = 1=2 8 i, is equivalent to a constant uniform prior p ( ) 1=2
n' . This prior is uninformative in the sense that it favors each parameter equally; see Section 4.2 in this paper for more details, and the discussion in Chipman et al. (2001) . The hierarchical mixture prior described above is straightforward to interpret and can be applied virtually to any model for which a normal prior can be specified3 as the conjugate prior that leads to easy derivation of the underlying posterior. A different version of the SSVS is used in Brown et al. (1998) for a multivariate regression model used to predict three variables using 160 predictors. Following the suggestions of George and McCulloch (1997) and Smith and Kohn (1996) they set in equation (6) 2 0i = 0 and 2 1i = g z 0 z 1 . This prior implies that the first component of the mixture is a Dirac delta function at zero, i.e., a function that puts point mass at zero and hence whenever i = 0, ' k i will be exactly zero. The second component is Zellner's g-prior specification and suggestions for setting uninformative values of g (although in a univariate context) are given in Fernandez, Ley, and Steel (2001) . An updated and computationally more efficient version of this prior specification appears in Brown et al. (2002) , where more variables than observations can be handled. The shortcoming of their approach is that it is able to treat each equation in the VAR individually, but instead is choosing the variables in z which are more probable to be included in all VAR equations together. Put simply, if, say, z contains only the first lag of the dependent variables, then the latter approach will allow the y it 1 to be a predictor of the whole vector y t , while the approach proposed here y it 1 to explain the dependent variable in equation j of the VAR (denoted y jt ), but not the dependent variable in the l-th VAR equation (denoted y lt ). Nevertheless, the Brown et al. (2002) implementation of the SSVS algorithm is a valuable complement to the one used here, and undoubtedly a useful tool in empirical analysis with focus on prediction. Smith and Kohn (2002) extend the stochastic search for parameter restrictions to the covariance matrix of longitudinal data. George et al. (2008) apply their idea to the covariance matrix of structural VARs: motivated by the fact that identifying restrictions on the covariance are usually imposed on the elements of a reparametrization of , they focus on restricting the elements of the m m upper triangular matrix satisfying
They then derive a mixture of normals prior, as in equation (6) 
For i = 2; :::; m, each ii has a gamma prior density
For more information on these priors the reader is referred to the analytical calculations of George et al. (2008) where it is shown that finding restrictions on the covariance matrix based solely on the data provides an attractive alternative to identifying restrictions imposed in structural VARs. It should be clear from the prior specification that the SSVS is an intuitive extension of the Bayesian conjugate (normal -inverse Wishart) prior. In the empirical application I adopt a fast sampling scheme (see Section 4.2) to draw from the posteriors of c and x, which makes computation feasible in multivariate models. The parameter posteriors are given in detail in Appendix A (Technical Appendix). Although selection of prior hyperparameters seems to be fairly automatic in this setting, prior elicitation is an important factor in model selection.
EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

Data
I use the Stock and Watson (2005b) dataset which is an updated version of the Stock and Watson (2002) dataset that is widely used in empirical applications. This version consists of 132 monthly variables pertaining to the US economy measured from 1960:01 to 2003:12. The 132 predictors can be grouped in 14 categories: real output and income; employment and hours; real retail, manufacturing, and trade sales; consumption; housing starts and sales; real inventories; orders; stock prices; exchange rates; interest rates and spreads; money and credit quantity aggregates; price indexes; average hourly earnings; and miscellaneous. The data were transformed to eliminate trends and nonstationarities. All the data and transformations are summarized in Appendix B.
Selection of prior hyperparameters
Implementation of Bayesian model selection requires all the priors to be proper, as the ones described in Section 3. Noninformative improper priors are not suitable to calculate Bayes factors and posterior model probabilities. Even though there are certain methods which overcome this difficulty (BIC approximations, intrinsic, or fractional Bayes factors), the standard practice in the Bayesian model selection literature is to use only proper priors. This does not necessarily mean that noninformative proper priors cannot be specified. It is easy to choose the hyperparameters in such a way that all the priors are locally noninformative.
Selection of 0i , 1i and 0ij , 1ij can be made along the guidelines of Chipman et al. (2001, p. 86) . For instance, given a non-negative scalar threshold i , higher posterior weighting can be allocated to those values of for which '
A similar argument can be made for the choice of 0ij and 1ij . Alternatives for a more objective selection of these hyperparameters exist, but at the cost of a substantial increase in computational calculations. The first one is to use empirical Bayes criteria in the spirit of George and Foster (2000) , while a fully Bayes approach would require to place an inverted-Gamma hyperprior on each 0i , 1i and 0ij , 1ij . Selection based on the formula above is a simple task which can easily be implemented in large models. George et al. (2008) argue that even if the restriction search algorithm is not effective in selecting the correct restrictions on , the results can still be used to obtain improved forecasts.
The only source of difficulty may arise in eliciting the hyperparameters of the Bernoulli random variables (similarly !). The prior structure that appears in equation (7) (similarly in equation (11)) is an "independence prior," in the sense that each element of (!) is assumed to be independent of the rest. This simplification makes it difficult to account for similarities or differences between models when the correlation between the explanatory variables is high. While priors that "dilute" probability across neighborhoods of similar models (Chipman et al., 2001; Yuan & Lin, 2005) are able to correct this shortcoming, it is preferable to use an orthogonal transformation of the variables in z, by applying a singular value decomposition. This allows exploring the model space in considerably less iterations, which subsequently decreases the computational cost in multivariate models. Hence, in the forecasting exercise, I apply the restriction search to the model
where G = zH are orthogonal variables and = H 1 ; see Koop and Potter (2004) .
This approach will speed up computations, even though orthogonality does not lead to posterior independence of elements of . The default choice p i = 1=2 in equation (7) and q ij = 1=2 in equation (11) may result in a uniform prior, but this would not be a noninformative prior about model size. A rule of thumb is that if the researcher anticipates many (few) restrictions on the model then the choice should be p i ; q ij < 1=2 (p i ; q ij > 1=2). Prior sensitivity analysis using real and simulated data showed that p i = q ij = 1=2 is able to identify restrictions quite well and hence is left as the default reasonable choice. Following the suggestions of George et al. (2008) and George and McCulloch (1997) , I adopt a fast sampling scheme for and !, which requires to set 0i and 0ij small, but different from 0. According to the preceding discussion in this subsection and the absence of prior beliefs about specific parameters I set 0i = 0 = 0:01, 1i = 1 = 70 for all i = 1; :::; n ' , and 0ij = 0 = 0:01, 1ij = 1 = 30 for all j = 2; :::; m and i = 1; :::; j 1. For the intercept term, the typical normal prior has mean ' c = 1 and variance v = 100. A default noninformative choice for the parameters of the Gamma density is i ; i = 0:01.
Implementation of Bayesian Model Averaging/Selection
At this point, as it is practically impossible to summarize model selection results from the recursive forecasting exercise, I summarize the average posterior probability of some of the variables in the dataset without extracting factors, i.e., replacing w t with x t = (x 1t ; :::; x nt ) 0 in specification (1), and using the full sample of observations from 1960:1 to 2003:12. I consider a New Keynesian VAR with three variables (unemployment, consumer price index, and federal funds rate) regressed on an intercept, 14 autoregressive lags, and the remaining 129 variables in the dataset which are used as exogenous predictors. This gives a total of 129 + 13 3 = 168 right-hand side variables (excluding the intercept which is always included) to choose from in each equation. The horizon chosen in this illustration is h = 12. The unemployment and interest rate are transformed to stationarity by taking first differences. The consumer price index is transformed by taking the second difference of the logarithm. A parameter should either be included or excluded, hence the number of all possible models is 2 168 in each VAR equation and 2 168 3 = 5:2e + 151 in total. The BMA posterior probabilities are computed for each parameter i = 1; :::; n ' as
where S is the total number of iterations from the posterior sampler, and
i are draws from the conditional posterior of i . This suggests that the average probability is actually the proportion of models visited by the Gibbs sampler, which contain the corresponding variable. Exactly similar inference and interpretation holds for the parameters !, although these index elements of the covariance matrix and not columns of predictors in mean VAR equation .  Tables C1 and C2 summarize the results for those predictor variables and own lags, respectively, that have the highest probabilities. Variables which had average posterior probability less than 0:5 in all of the three equations are not included at all in the tables. Each element in these tables is the BMA posterior probability and can be interpreted simply as the probability that the corresponding right-hand side variable should be included. For this specific application the variables are not orthogonalized in order to retain the interpretation of the probabilities as the amount of belief that the respective variable is included in the model. The results are based on 150,000 iterations with a burn-in period of 50,000, which leaves 100,000 draws to evaluate the posterior of . Elicitation of prior hyperparameters is based on the values described in Section 4.2.
Note that the probabilities ! for are 0.52, 1, and 1 for each of the upper diagonal elements 12 , 13 , and 23 respectively. Once all these probabilities are available, it is straightforward to interpret them. This output can be used to implement BMA if all variables contribute to the final forecast according to their probability, no matter how high or low this probability is. Looking for example at Table C1 , the spread of the 10-year interest rate from the federal funds rate variable will contribute to the final forecast of the unemployment rate, the consumer price index, and the interest rate in 100, 86.1, and 100%of the occasions (models visited by the sampler), respectively. In contrast the same output can be used to select the best single model. Barbieri and Berger (2004) show that in the context of Bayesian model selection the optimal model is the median probability model. According to this result, only the variables which have average probability larger than 0.5 in each equation will be unrestricted. These probabilities are presented in Tables C1 and C2 . Hence, in this "best" model, the 1, 5, and 10-year interest rate spreads should be included in all three equations, while capacity utilization should enter only the unemployment equation.
The results presented in Table C1 are also subject to economic interpretation. Space restrictions, however, do not allow further analysis in this study. Structural interpretation is not the main focus, but forecast improvement is. This is an issue examined in the following section.
Forecasting in Large VAR Models
The first estimation period is set to 1960:1 and a simulated real-time forecasting of y t+h is done from 1983:1 through 2003:12-h, for horizons h = 1; 6; and 12. Each VAR model has eight dependent variables of interest (with their short mnemonic from the dataset in parentheses): Personal Income (A0M 052), Industrial Production (IP S10), Employment Rate (CES002), Unemployment Rate (LHU R), 3-month Treasury Bill Rate (F Y GM 3), Producer Price Index (P W F SA), Consumer Price Index (P U N EW ), and PCE Deflator (GM DC). This leaves a total of 124 variables to explore their predictive content. As mentioned earlier, all the variables are transformed to stationarity, a fact that implies a specific transformation of the variable y t+h proper for forecasting. Let v it denote the untransformed value of y it for each of the eight monthly dependent variables i, then y it+h = (1200=h) log (v it+h =v it ) for i = (A0M 052; IP S10; CES002), y it+h = v it+h v it for i = (LHU R; F Y GM 3), and y it+h = (1200=h) flog (v it+h =v it ) h log (v it )g for i = (P W F SA; P U N EW; GM DC).
The principal components are estimated from the 124 variables in the dataset using the same sample period as the VAR. Several multivariate forecasting exercises in the literature (cf. Stock & Watson, 2002) focus on finding the best performing model. In contrast, here the main challenge is to improve forecasts when the number of predictors grows large and the researcher has no prior information about which is the correct model size. Thus, the maximum potential number of factors and lags is deliberately set to large, "uninformative" values. In particular, 10 principal components (k = 10) are extracted from the factor model in equation (2), while the VAR specification in equation (3) contains an intercept, 13 autoregressive lags (p 1 = 12), and 13 lagged factors (p 2 = 12). This gives a maximum of 221 (plus the intercepts, which are unrestricted) potential predictors of each of the 8 dependent variables. For the purpose of the empirical application forecasts are computed from: (i) VAR with SSVS and model averaging, (ii) VAR with SSVS and model selection, and (iii) VAR estimated using OLS with selection of predictors with the Bayesian information criterion (which has a larger penalty for less parsimonious models relative to the Akaike information criterion, and is a rough approximation to the Bayes factors). The predictors in the latter method are orthogonalized and the total number of possible models considered is equal to the maximum number of right-hand side variables and subsequently selection of the best model is implemented in a finite number of calculations.
An appropriate common way to quantify out-of-sample forecasting performance is to compute the root mean square forecast error (RMSFE) statistic for each forecast horizon h:
RM SF E 
where y i;t+h is the realized (observed) value of y at time t + h for the i-th series, and e y i;t+h;j is the mean of the posterior predictive density at time t + h, for the i-th series, from the j-th forecasting model. The RMSFE of each model is reported relative to the RMSFE of a benchmark VAR with an intercept and seven lags of the dependent variables, estimated with OLS
This VAR (7) model is not chosen because of its higher forecasting ability compared to other alternatives. Following the standard convention in the literature an AR(2) model would be a better candidate to serve as the benchmark model. But note that the VAR (7) is nested to the VAR with factors, which will give a better picture of whether the restrictions found by the SSVS are actually the ones that will lead to reduced RMSFE statistics, compared to a more parsimonious alternative. The forecasting performance of the models based on the relative RMSFE for horizons h = 1; 6; 12, is summarized in Table C3 . These are the averaged values of the RMSFEs over the forecast period, 1983:1 through 2003:12-h. The results are encouraging about the application of the restriction search algorithm in large models. In most occasions the BMA and Bayesian model selection give improved results compared to the BIC selection. Note that the improvement is not only due to the fact that the models of interest contain more predictors than the benchmark model. It is noteworthy that in some occasions only lags of the dependent variable are selected from the restriction search, while for most samples the number of important lagged factors, for each dependent variable, is not more than five. This is supported by the fact that the average RMSFE (results not reported here) of the large VAR with factors but without selection of predictors (i.e., a heavily overparametrized model) is, as expected, extremely high relative to the VAR(7). An important feature of the restriction search algorithm applied to the specific VAR is that the forecasts from Bayesian model selection are better than the forecasts from BMA. The practical difference of the two approaches is that BMA shrinks the posterior means of the parameter with low probability toward zero, while Bayesian model selection imposes that these parameters (with probability less than 0.5) will be exactly zero.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the forecasting performance of Bayesian VAR models with many predictors using a flexible prior structure which leads to output that can be used for model selection and model averaging. For eight U.S. monthly macroeconomic variables of interest forecasting accuracy is improved over least squares estimation and selection of predictors using the Bayesian information criterion. Without arguing that the choice of prior hyperparameters was the best possible and done with a strict "objective" criterion (like in other BMA applications, see Fernandez et al., 2001) , the gains from the standard automated choices are appreciable. As already mentioned, there are many proposals in the Bayesian literature for efficient elicitation of prior hyperparameters for model selection and some of them were discussed in the paper. Nevertheless, the merit of the SSVS for VAR models lies in its simplicity and intuitive interpretation.
With regard to other macroeconometric specifications, the flexibility of the restriction search algorithm suggests many interesting extensions. Firstly, note that it is straightforward to adopt it in general piecewise-linear multivariate regressions that allow for thresholds, Markov switching or structural breaks; an interesting area for future research. Secondly, I only considered the case where the number of dependent variables, m, is small and the number of predictors grows large. But as already mentioned the restriction search algorithm may also be used when the number of dependent variables grows large. Banbura, Giannone, and Reichlin (2007) examine this case using shrinkage priors and find huge gains from this large VAR specification. Lastly, an interesting direction for future research would be the empirical application of the restriction search algorithm in the Bayesian dynamic factor model. This approach will probably improve forecasting performance and impulse response analysis in DFMs that lack parsimony (cf. Bernanke et al., 2005 and Watson, 2005b) .
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APPENDICES A TECHNICAL APPENDIX -A GIBBS SAMPLER FOR SSVS IN VAR MODELS
The priors described in Section 3 combined with the likelihood function of a VAR model, will allow us to derive and draw from the full conditional distributions. The likelihood of the VAR model y = z + ", " N (0; ) 
Now define D = diag h 1 ; :::; h n' with
, for i = 1; :::; n ' and, similarly, define D j = diag h 1j ; :::; h (j 1)j with
for i = 1; :::; j and j = 2; :::; m. Then we can rewrite equations (6) and (10) in the main text, as
respectively. Denote the combined prior of the unrestricted coefficients ' c and the re- where for j = 2; :::; m. where for j = 2; :::; m and i = 1; :::; j 1
where b ' is the vector occuring from stacking the elements of the matrix of MLE (r) ; data by sampling each element from the Bernoulli
1. where for i = 1; :::; n u
(1 p i ) :
B DESCRIPTION OF DATA
This table lists the 132 variables in the dataset used. The third column indexes the respective transformation applied to each of the variables to ensure stationarity (at least approximately). Let vt and xt be the untransformed value and transformed values respectively, then there are five cases:(1) lv: x t = v t (level), (2) ln: x t = log(v t ) (logarithm), (3) lv: x t = v t v t 1 (first difference), (4) ln: x t = log (v t =v t 1 ) (growth rate), and (5) 2 ln: x t = log (v t =v t 1 ) :This table is from Stock and Watson (2005b) and the reader should seek in this reference the original source of the data. Own lags 1 to 7 (i.e. cpi t to cpi t 6 ) cpi t 7 0:74 1 0:83 r t+12 r t 6 1 Table C3 . 
